Partial Security

isn’t Security
How Proofpoint solves Your entire
email security Problem

Today’s email threats are targeted, varied, and relentless. To stop
them, you need a multilayered defense that:
• Stops ransomware and other advanced malware attacks
• Blocks non-malware threats such as email fraud
• Helps keep your data safe if something gets through

Here’s why people trust Proofpoint Advanced Email
Security to solve their entire email threat problem

The most effective protection
against malware
We use multiple layers of sandboxing and analysis to keep up
with the latest attacks. We spot both known threats and new
threats that no one has seen before.
We stop threats from entering your environment and
give you deep forensics to understand them.

The best user experience
The best experience is one that’s tailored to each user. We
block unsafe emails from the inbox but give your users individual
control over their bulk mail.
Your users decide how and where they
want their email delivered.

The most flexible email
management toolkit
Your email security infrastructure should work the way you
do—not force you to work around its limitations.
We can help you deploy a set-and-forget solution based
on your unique policies, risks and business needs.

Multilayered email fraud protection
We detect and block domain spoofing, lookalike domain threats,
and display-name spoofing. We integrate email authentication
at the email gateway to help keep your supply chain secure.
Our multilayered approach stops all
major types of email fraud.

The best defense against
credential phishing
Our unique sandboxing techniques detect phishing websites
and stop your people from clicking unsafe links.
See screenshots of credential phishing sites attackers
use to trick your people into giving up their credentials.

Fast, automated incident response
We automatically remove unsafe email from users’ inboxes—even
after they’ve been delivered or forwarded to colleagues.
If a “safe” URL later turns bad, we still
negate the threat.

The deepest threat intelligence
and visibility you can get
We give you complete access to all the intelligence you need
about the threats affecting you.
Our researchers draw from more than 300 billion
unique data points to uncover today’s biggest threats.

With Advanced Email Security, you can manage all of the
email threats that matter, not just some of them.

To learn more about how you can protect your
organization from the whole spectrum of email threats,
visit proofpoint.com/email

